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Abstract
We show that a non-duplicating CPS transformation has no effect on controlflow analysis and that it has a positive effect on binding-time analysis: a monovariant control-flow analysis yields equivalent results on a direct-style program
and on its CPS counterpart, and a monovariant binding-time analysis yields
more precise results on a CPS program than on its direct-style counterpart. Our
proof technique amounts to constructing the continuation-passing style (CPS)
counterpart of flow information and of binding times.
Our results confirm a folklore theorem about binding-time analysis, namely
that CPS has a positive effect on binding times. What may be more surprising
is that this benefit holds even if contexts or continuations are not duplicated.
The present study is symptomatic of an unsettling property of program analyses: their quality is unpredictably vulnerable to syntactic accidents in source
programs, i.e., to the way these programs are written. More reliable program
analyses require a better understanding of the effect of syntactic change.
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1
1.1

Introduction
Motivation

Program analyses are vulnerable to syntactic accidents in source programs in that
innocent-looking, meaning-preserving transformations may substantially alter the precision of an analysis.
For a simple example, binding-time analysis (BTA) is vulnerable to re-association:
given two static expressions s1 and s2 and one dynamic expression d, it makes a
difference whether the source program is expressed as (s1 + s2 ) + d or as s1 + (s2 + d).
In the former case, the inner addition is classified as static and the outer one is
classified as dynamic. In the latter case, both additions are classified as dynamic.
With the exception of BTA, little is known about the effect of programming style
on program analyses. BTA is an exception because its output critically determines the
amount of specialization carried out by an offline partial evaluator [5, 16]. Therefore,
the output of binding-time analyses has been intensively studied, especially in connection with syntactic changes in their input. As a result, “binding-time improvements”
have been developed to milk out extra precision from binding-time analyses [16, Chapter 12], to the point that partial-evaluation users are encouraged to write programs
in a very specific style [15]. That said, binding-time-improvements are not specific to
offline partial evaluation—they are also routine in staging transformations [17] and
in the formal specification of programming languages for semantics-directed compiling [22, Section 8.2].
Since one of the most effective binding-time improvements is the transformation of
source programs into continuation-passing style (CPS) [3, 32], people have wondered
whether CPS may help program analysis in general. Nielson’s early work on dataflow analysis [21] suggests so, since it shows that for a non-distributive analysis,
a continuation semantics yields more precise results than a direct semantics. The
CPS transformation is therefore a Good Thing, since for a direct semantics, it gives
the effect of a continuation semantics. In the early 90s, Muylaert-Filho and Burn’s
work [20] was providing further indication of the value of the CPS transformation for
abstract interpretation when Sabry and Felleisen entered the scene.
In their stunning article “Is continuation-passing useful for data-flow analysis?” [31],
Sabry and Felleisen showed that for constant propagation, analyzing a direct-style program and analyzing its CPS counterpart yields incomparable results. They showed
that CPS might increase precision by duplicating continuations, and also that CPS
might decrease precision by confusing return points. These results are essentially confirmed by Palsberg and Wand’s recent CPS transformation of flow information [29].
At any rate, except for continuation-based partial evaluation [10], there seems to have
been no further work about the effect of CPS on the precision of program analysis in
general.
The situation is therefore that the CPS transformation is known to have an unpredictable effect on data-flow analysis and is also believed to have a positive effect on
binding-time analysis. However, we do not know for sure whether this positive effect
is truly positive, or whether it makes binding times worse elsewhere in the source
program. One may also wonder whether there exist program analyses on which CPS
has no effect.
In this article, we answer these two questions by studying the effect of a non-
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duplicating CPS transformation on two off-the-shelf constraint-based program analyses—
control-flow analysis (0-CFA) and BTA. Using a uniform proof technique, we formally
show that:
(1) CPS has no effect on 0-CFA, i.e., analyzing a direct-style program and analyzing
its CPS counterpart yields equivalent results.
(2) CPS does not make BTA yield less precise results, and for the class of examples
for which continuation-based partial evaluation was developed, it makes BTA
yield results that are strictly more precise.
(3) CPS has no effect on an enhanced BTA which takes into account continuationbased partial evaluation.
This increased precision entailed by CPS also concerns analyses that have been
noticed to be structurally similar to BTA, such as security analysis, program slicing,
and call tracking [1]. These analyses display a similar symptom: for example, we are
told that in practice, users tend to find security analyses too conservative, without
quite knowing what to do to obtain more precise results. (Here, “more precise results”
means that more parts of the source program should be classified as low security.)
In the next section, we point out how the dependency induced by let-expressions
leads to a loss of precision.

1.2

A loophole: the let rule

A binding-time analysis classifies a let expression to be dynamic if its header is dynamic, regardless of the binding time of its body. (Similarly, if a let header is classified
to be of high security, the whole let expression is also classified to be of high security,
regardless of the security level of its body.) The body of the following λ-abstraction
is thus classified as dynamic if e is dynamic:
λx.let v = e in b
The CPS counterpart of this λ-abstraction reads as follows:
λx.λk.e0 (λv.b0 k)
where e0 and b0 are the CPS counterparts of e and b, respectively. Now assume that
b naturally yields a static result but is coerced to be dynamic because of the let rule.
In the CPS term, e0 also yields a dynamic result, i.e., intuitively, v is classified to be
dynamic.1 Intuitively, b0 also yields a static result and passes it to its continuation k.
Therefore, in direct style, b yields a dynamic result whereas in CPS, it yields a static
result.
Two observations need to be made at this point:
(1) The paragraph above is the standard motivation for improving binding times
by CPS transformation [3] (see Section 5.2 for further detail). However, what
this paragraph leaves unsaid, and what actually has always been left unsaid, is
1 This

intuition is formalized in the rest of this article.
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whether this local binding-time improvement corresponds to a global improvement as well, or whether it may make things worse elsewhere in the source
program. (In Section 4, we prove that this local improvement actually is a
global improvement as well.)
(2) In their core calculus of dependency [1], Abadi et al. make a point that any
function classified as d → s (resp. h → l, etc.) is necessarily a constant function.
However, as argued above, given a direct-style function classified to be d → d
because of the let rule, its CPS counterpart may very well be classified as d →
(s → o) → o and not be a constant function in continuation-passing style (i.e.,
a function applying its continuation to a constant).
Together, these two observations tell us that the let rule is overly conservative in
BTA, security analysis, etc. CPS makes it possible to exploit the untapped precision
of this rule non-trivially by providing a local improvement which is also a global
improvement.
Before moving on to the rest of this article, let us briefly get back to Sabry and
Felleisen’s observation that any improvement in precision provided by CPS is solely
due to continuation duplication [31]. True as this observation may be for data-flow
analysis, we have just shown that it does not necessarily hold for other analyses such
as BTA.
Let us also point out that the CPS transformation leads to binding-time improvements for conditional expressions. Indeed, the case rule makes conditional branches
dynamic if the test is dynamic. This approximation can be circumvented with a CPS
transformation. The improvement, however, is not produced by the duplication of the
analysis, but merely by the context relocation induced by the CPS transformation.
This point is developed further in Section 4.4.

1.3

Overview

The rest of this article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the language of
discourse and its CPS transformation, Section 3 addresses control-flow analysis, Section 4 addresses binding-time analysis, Section 5 reviews related work, and Section 6
concludes.

2

The language

We consider the direct-style λ-language of untyped terms given by the grammar in
Figure 1. The language follows a ‘monadic style’, i.e., it patterns the call-by-value
encoding of a PCF-like language into Moggi’s computational meta-language after letflattening [9]. Terms in Triv represent values, while those in Step and Exp represent
computations (i.e., value returns, applications, primitive operations and conditionals).
In a program, term occurrences are identified by unique labels ` taken from a
countable set Lab. In addition, λ-abstractions are identified by unique labels π from
another set Lam, so that, for example, in (λπ x.e`1 )`0 , `0 and `1 belong to Lab and π
belongs to Lam. We freely refer to terms using their labels and vice versa.
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p
e
s
t
x
n
`
π
op

∈
∈
∈
∈
∈
∈
∈
∈
∈

Pgm ::= e`
Exp ::= t | let x = s in e`1
Step ::= t` | t`00 t`11 | op(t` ) | if0 t` e`00 e`11
Triv ::= n | x | λπ x.e`
Ide
(identifiers)
Int
(integers)
Lab
(term labels)
Lam
(λ-abstraction labels)
an unspecified set of base-type operators
Figure 1: The direct-style language

[[e]]Pgm = λk.[[e]]Exp k
where k is fresh
[[n]]Triv = n
[[x]]Triv = x
[[λx.e]]Triv = λx.λk.[[e]]Exp k
where k is fresh

[[let x = t
[[let x = t0 t1
[[let x = op(t)
[[let x = if0 t e0 e1

[[t]]Exp k
in e]]Exp k
in e]]Exp k
in e]]Exp k
in e]]Exp k

=
=
=
=
=

k [[t]]Triv
let x = [[t]]Triv in [[e]]Exp k
[[t0 ]]Triv [[t1 ]]Triv λx.[[e]]Exp k
of
p [[t]]Triv λx.[[e]]Exp k
let k1 = λx.[[e]]Exp k
in if0 [[t]]Triv ([[e0 ]]Exp k1 ) ([[e1 ]]Exp k1 )
where k1 is fresh

Figure 2: The CPS transformation

The CPS transformation of direct-style terms (given in Figure 2) yields terms in
a CPS language.2 CPS is a restriction of direct style. Thus, since we want to use
the same program analysis, we embed the CPS language into the original direct-style
language. For example, applications are transformed into let-expressions that name
partially applied CPS λ-abstractions and intermediate computational steps. Figure 3
displays the corresponding CPS transformation and embedding.3 (We have omitted
the labels, because they only matter in the following sections. Suffice it to say that
we label each CPS trivial term with the same label as its direct-style counterpart.)
2 In
3 In

Figure 2, op
e is the CPS counterpart of op, to ensure evaluation-order independence [30].
Figure 3, we use op instead of op
e since the direct-style language is call-by-value.
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[[e]]Pgm = λk.[[e]]Exp k
where k is fresh
[[n]]Triv = n
[[x]]Triv = x
[[λx.e]]Triv = λx.λk.[[e]]Exp k
where k is fresh
[[t]]Exp k = let x = k [[t]]Triv in x
where x is fresh
[[let x = t in e]]Exp k = let x = [[t]]Triv in [[e]]Exp k
[[let x = t0 t1 in e]]Exp k = let x1 = [[t0 ]]Triv [[t1 ]]Triv
in let x2 = x1 λx.[[e]]Exp k in x2
where x1 and x2 are fresh
[[let x = op(t) in e]]Exp k = let x = op([[t]]Triv ) in [[e]]Exp k
[[let x = if0 t e0 e1 in e]]Exp k = let k1 = λx.[[e]]Exp k in
let x1 = if0 [[t]]Triv ([[e0 ]]Exp k1 ) ([[e1 ]]Exp k1 ) in x1
where k1 and x1 are fresh
Figure 3: CPS transformation and embedding into the direct-style language

3

Control-flow analysis

We consider a constraint-based, monovariant control-flow analysis (0-CFA) over directstyle programs [8, 14, 23, 26]. The constraint-based analysis is known to be equivalent
to other flow analyses, based on different methods such as set-based analysis [11] and
type inference [27]. For uniformity, we adopt the same definition and notation as in
Nielson, Nielson and Hankin’s recent textbook on program analysis [24].
The flow information computed by the analysis is a pair consisting of an abstract
bcf which maps terms to abstract values and an abstract environment ρbcf which
cache C
maps variables to abstract values. Abstract values are sets of labels of λ-abstractions
to which a term can be reduced and a variable can be bound. The constraint-based
control-flow analysis is specified as a relation cf on caches, environments and terms.
bcf , ρbcf ) is a result of the control-flow
bcf , ρbcf ) cf e means that (C
Given a term e, (C
analysis of e.4
In this work we use the syntax-directed variant of the analysis [24, Chapter 3],
and we restrict its analysis relation to a relation pcf associated to each program being
analyzed. Given a closed direct-style program p, the functionality of the associated
relation pcf is defined in Figure 4. The analysis relation is defined in Figure 5 by
induction over the syntax of the program.
4 In

the notation of Nielson, Nielson, and Hankin [24], cf is simply .
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Lam p
Var p
Lab p

The set of λ-abstraction labels in p
The set of identifiers in p
The set of term labels in p

Val pcf = P(Lam p )
bcf ∈ Cache p = Lab p → Val p
C
cf
cf
ρbcf ∈ Env pcf = Var p → Val pcf

Abstract values
Abstract cache
Abstract environment

pcf ⊆ (Cache pcf × Env pcf ) × Lab p
Figure 4: 0-CFA relation for a program p
bcf , ρbcf ) accepted by the relation p (i.e., such that (C
bcf , ρbcf ) p p
Any solution (C
cf
cf
holds) is a conservative approximation of the exact flow information [24, Chapter 3].
Furthermore, the analysis relation pcf has a model-intersection property, i.e., the
set of solutions accepted by pcf is closed under intersection. The model-intersection
property ensures the existence of a least solution of the analysis, i.e., a most precise
one. (Here the order relation is given by the pointwise ordering of functions induced
by set inclusion.) In practice, a work-list based algorithm computes the least solution.
The rest of this section is organized as follows. First, we show how to CPStransform control-flow information (Section 3.1). Given a direct-style program p
bcf , ρbcf ), we construct a soluand an arbitrary solution of its associated analysis (C
0
0
b
tion (Ccf , ρbcf ) of the analysis associated to the CPS counterpart of the program, p0 .
p
We then ensure that the construction Ccf
builds a valid solution (Section 3.2). We
p
present a converse transformation, Dcf (Section 3.3), which we also prove to be correct
(Section 3.4).
Graphically:
bcf , ρbcf ) o
(C
O

p
Ccf
p
Dcf

0-CFA

/

b0 , ρb0 )
(C
cf O cf
0-CFA

p

[[·]]Pgm

/ p0

The specification of the analysis puts us in an ideal position to compare absolute
precisions (Section 3.5). We show that the least solution of the analysis of an arbitrary
program is transformed into the least solution of the analysis of the CPS counterpart
of this program and vice versa. This leads us to conclude that the CPS transformation
has no influence on the flow information obtained by 0-CFA.
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bcf , ρbcf ) p
(C
cf
bcf , ρbcf ) p
(C
cf
bcf , ρbcf ) p
(C
cf
bcf , ρbcf ) p
(C
cf

n`
x`
(λπ x.e`1 )`
(let x = t` in e`1 )`2

bcf , ρbcf ) p (let x = t`0 t`1 in e`2 )`3
(C
0
1
cf

bcf , ρbcf ) p (let x = op(t` ) in e`1 )`2
(C
cf
bcf , ρbcf ) p (let x = if0 t` e`0 e`1
(C
0
1
cf
in e`2 )`3

⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒
⇐⇒

true
bcf (`)
ρbcf (x) ⊆ C
bcf (`) ∧ (C
bcf , ρbcf ) p e`1
{π} ⊆ C
cf
p
bcf , ρbcf )  t` ∧ (C
bcf , ρbcf ) p e`1 ∧
(C
cf
cf
bcf (`1 ) ⊆ C
bcf (`2 )
bcf (`) ⊆ ρbcf (x) ∧ C
C
bcf , ρbcf ) p t`0 ∧ (C
bcf , ρbcf ) p t`1 ∧
⇐⇒ (C
cf 0
cf 1
p
bcf (`2 ) ⊆ C
bcf (`3 ) ∧
bcf , ρbcf )  e`2 ∧ C
(C
cf
bcf (`0 ).
∀(λπ y.e`1 ) ∈ C
bcf (`) ⊆ ρbcf (x))
bcf (`1 ) ⊆ ρbcf (y) ∧ C
(C
bcf , ρbcf ) p t` ∧ (C
bcf , ρbcf ) p e`1 ∧
⇐⇒ (C
cf
cf
bcf (`2 )
bcf (`1 ) ⊆ C
C
bcf , ρbcf ) p t` ∧ (C
bcf , ρbcf ) p e`0 ∧
⇐⇒ (C
cf
cf 0
p
`
bcf , ρbcf ) p e`2 ∧
bcf , ρbcf )  e 1 ∧ (C
(C
cf 1
cf
bcf (`1 ) ⊆ ρbcf (x) ∧
bcf (`0 ) ⊆ ρbcf (x) ∧ C
C
bcf (`3 )
bcf (`2 ) ⊆ C
C

Figure 5: Syntax-directed 0-CFA

3.1

CPS transformation of control flow

bcf , ρbcf ) of the analysis of a program p (i.e., a cache-environment
Given a solution (C
b
pair such that (Ccf , ρbcf ) pcf p holds), we now construct in linear time a solution
b 0 , ρb0 ) of the analysis of p0 = [[p]]Pgm , the CPS counterpart of p (i.e., such that
(C
cf
cf
0
b 0 , ρb0 ) p p0 holds). By analogy, we refer to the construction of (C
b0 , ρb0 ) out of
(C
cf
cf
cf
cf
cf
bcf , ρbcf ) as the CPS transformation of (C
bcf , ρbcf ) into (C
b0 , ρb0 ).
(C
cf
cf
As mentioned in Section 2, we have designed the CPS transformation on labeled
terms so that it preserves the labels of each trivial term. In addition, each directstyle λ-abstraction is annotated with the same label as its CPS counterpart. As a
consequence, the abstract values in direct style are included into the abstract values
0
0
in CPS, i.e., Lam p ⊆ Lam p and Val pcf ⊆ Val pcf . The CPS transformation preserves all
0
the variables defined in the original direct-style program. Therefore Var p ⊆ Var p . In
essence, we construct a solution for the CPS program such that the flow information
assigned to the variables and to the trivial terms preserved by the transformation is
identical to the information found in the direct-style solution.
We also assign flow information to the newly introduced terms and variables, in
particular to continuation abstractions and continuation identifiers. To this end, we
use two auxiliary functions γ and ξ.
• γ extracts the labels of partially applied CPS λ-abstractions. Formally, considi
i
ering A to be a set of CPS λ-abstractions {λπ xi .λπ1 ki .ei |1 ≤ i ≤ n}, for some
n, then γ(A) = {π1i |1 ≤ i ≤ n}.
• ξ assigns flow information to each continuation identifier k introduced by the
CPS transformation of a λ-abstraction from p. This information can be obtained
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[[e` ]]Pgm = (λπ k.[[e` ]]Exp k)`0

b 0 (`0 ) = {π} ρb0 (k) = ∅
C
cf
cf

bcf (`)
b 0 (`) = C
[[n` ]]Triv = n`
C
cf
` Triv
`
0
bcf (`)
b (`) = C
= x
[[x ]]
C
cf
[[(λπ x.e`0 )` ]]Triv = (λπ x.(λπ1 k.[[e`0 ]]Exp k)`2 )`
bcf (`) C
b 0 (`2 ) = {π1 }
b 0 (`) = C
C
cf
cf
0
ρbcf (x) = ρbcf (x) ρb0cf (k) = ξ(k)
[[t` ]]Exp k = (let x = k `0 [[t` ]]Triv in x`1 )`2
b 0 (`2 )
C
cf

=

b0 (`0 ) = ρb0 (k)
C
cf
cf
0
b (`1 ) = ρbcf (x) = ∅
C
cf

[[(let x = t`00 in e` )`1 ]]Exp k = (let x = [[t`00 ]]Triv in [[e` ]]Exp k)`2
b0 (`2 ) = ∅ ρb0 (x) = ρbcf (x)
C
cf
cf
[[(let x = t`00 t`11 in e` )`2 ]]Exp k =

(let x0 = [[t`00 ]]Triv [[t`11 ]]Triv in
(let x1 = x`03 (λπ x.[[e` ]]Exp k)`4 in x`15 )`6 )`7
bcf (`0 ))
b 0 (`3 ) = ρb0 (x0 ) = γ(C
C
cf
cf
0
0
b
Ccf (`4 ) = {π} ρbcf (x) = ρbcf (x)
b 0 (`6 ) = C
b0 (`5 ) = ρb0 (x1 ) = ∅
b0 (`7 ) = C
C
cf
cf
cf
cf

[[(let x = op(t` ) in e`0 )`1 ]]Exp k = (let x = op([[t` ]]Triv ) in [[e`0 ]]Exp k)`2
b 0 (`2 ) = ∅
ρb0cf (x) = ρbcf (x) C
cf
Exp

(let k1 = (λπ x.[[e`2 ]]Exp k)`4 in
(let x = if0 t` e`00 e`11
k = (let x1 = if0 [[t` ]]Triv ([[e`00 ]]Exp k1 ) ([[e`11 ]]Exp k1 )
in e`2 )`3
in x`15 )`6 )`7
b 0 (`4 ) = {π} ρb0 (x) = ρbcf (x)
ρb0cf (k1 ) = C
cf
cf
b 0 (`6 ) = C
b0 (`5 ) = ρb0 (x1 ) = ∅
b0 (`7 ) = C
C
cf
cf
cf
cf
Figure 6: Flow transformation from direct style to CPS

from the direct-style flow information, since we can syntactically identify the
continuation of the CPS counterpart of any direct-style application.
bcf , ρbcf , and a continuation identifier k introduced by the transformaGiven p, C
tion of a λ-abstraction from p:
[[λπ1 x.e]]Triv = λx.λk.[[e]]Exp k
we gather in ξ(k) all the continuations that are passed at the program points
where λπ1 x.e can be applied. Formally, ξ(k) is defined as the set of all labels π
such that in the CPS transformation of p into p0 there exists a transformation
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step

Exp

let x0 = [[t`00 ]]Triv [[t1 ]]Triv
let x = t`00 t1
k1 = in let x1 = x0 λπ x.[[e]]Exp k1
in e
in x1

bcf (`0 ).
such that π1 ∈ C
b 0 , ρb0 ) inductively, following Figure 6. In the right
Using γ and ξ, we define (C
cf
cf
b 0 and ρb0 using
part, for each CPS-transformation step, we assign flow values into C
cf
cf
previously defined values.
In fact, the construction of flow information defines a function
0

0

p
Ccf
: (Cache pcf × Env pcf ) → (Cache pcf × Env pcf ).
p
It is easy to show that Ccf
is monotone.

3.2

Correctness of the transformation

p
Let us show that the cache-environment pair constructed by Ccf
is indeed a valid
solution of the analysis of the CPS counterpart of p.

Theorem 1. Given a direct-style program p and its CPS counterpart p0 = [[p]]Pgm ,
bcf , ρbcf ) p p holds) and
bcf , ρbcf ) be a solution of the 0-CFA of p (i.e., such that (C
let (C
cf
0
b0 , ρb0 ) = C p (C
bcf , ρbcf ). Then (C
b0 , ρb0 ) p p0 holds.
let (C
cf
cf
cf
cf
cf
cf
Under the assumptions of the theorem, we start by observing three immediate
properties of the flow transformation:
Lemma 1. For all variables x in p, ρb0cf (x) = ρbcf (x); for all trivial terms t` in p,
b 0 (`) = C
bcf (`); and for all expressions e` in p0 , C
b 0 (`) = ∅.
C
cf
cf
For an arbitrary expression, we define the notion of return label to capture the
return point from which 0-CFA collects flow information, as shown just below in
Lemma 2.
Definition 1. Given a labeled expression e` ∈ Exp, we define the return label R[[e` ]]
of e` by structural induction as follows:
R[[t` ]]
R[[(let x = s in e`1 )` ]]

= `
= R[[e`1 ]]

bcf (R[[e` ]]) ⊆ C
bcf (`).
Lemma 2. Let e` be an arbitrary subexpression of p. Then C
A return label identifies the point where a continuation is called in the CPStransformed program. Return labels thus provide a syntactic connection between the
points where flow information is collected in direct style and the points where flow
information is sent to continuations in CPS.
Lemma 3. Let k be a continuation identifier introduced by the CPS transformation
of a λ-abstraction from p:
[[λπ1 x1 .e`0 ]]Triv = λπ1 x1 .λk.[[e`0 ]]Exp k
bcf (R[[e`0 ]]) ⊆ ρb0 (x).
Then, for each λπ x.e`1 ∈ ρb0cf (k), C
cf
11

[[e` ]]Pgm
[[n` ]]Triv
[[x` ]]Triv
π
`0 ` Triv
[[(λ x.e ) ]]

=
=
=
=

(λπ k.[[e` ]]Exp k)`0
b0 (`) ∩ Lam p
bcf (`) = C
n`
C
cf
`
0
b
b
x
(`) ∩ Lam p
Ccf (`) = Ccf
π
π1
`0 Exp `2 `
(λ x.(λ k.[[e ]] k) )
b 0 (`) ∩ Lam p ρbcf (x) = ρb0 (x) ∩ Lam p
bcf (`) = C
C
cf
cf

[[t` ]]Exp k = (let x = k `0 [[t` ]]Triv in x`1 )`2
[[(let x = t`00 in e` )`1 ]]Exp k = (let x = [[t`00 ]]Triv in [[e` ]]Exp k)`2
bcf (`) ρbcf (x) = ρb0 (x) ∩ Lam p
bcf (`1 ) = C
C
cf
[[(let x = t`00 t`11 in e` )`2 ]]Exp k =

(let x0 = [[t`00 ]]Triv [[t`11 ]]Triv in
(let x1 = x`03 (λπ x.[[e` ]]Exp k)`4 in x`15 )`6 )`7
bcf (`) ρbcf (x) = ρb0 (x) ∩ Lam p
bcf (`2 ) = C
C
cf

[[(let x = op(t` ) in e`0 )`1 ]]Exp k = (let x = op([[t` ]]Triv ) in [[e`0 ]]Exp k)`2
bcf (`0 ) ρbcf (x) = ρb0 (x) ∩ Lam p
bcf (`1 ) = C
C
cf

Exp
(let k1 = (λπ x.[[e`2 ]]Exp k)`4 in
(let x = if0 t` e`00 e`11
k = (let x1 = if0 [[t` ]]Triv ([[e`00 ]]Exp k1 ) ([[e`11 ]]Exp k1 )
in e`2 )`3
in x`15 )`6 )`7
bcf (`2 ) ρbcf (x) = ρb0 (x) ∩ Lam p
bcf (`3 ) = C
C
cf
Figure 7: Flow transformation from CPS to direct style
bcf (`0 ) ⊆ ρb0 (x). From
By the definition of ξ, it is immediate to show that C
cf
`0
b
b
Lemma 2, Ccf (R[[e ]]) ⊆ Ccf (`0 ).
The proof of Theorem 1 is presented in Appendix A.

3.3

Reversing the transformation

In the previous section we have shown that direct-style flow information can be transformed into CPS flow information. We can also show that any result of the analysis of
a CPS-transformed program can be matched by a result of the analysis of its directstyle counterpart. Using again the structure given by the CPS transformation, we
exhibit a direct-style flow transformation. Given a direct-style program p and its CPS
b0 , ρb0 ) a valid solution of the analysis on p0 , we recover
counterpart p0 , and given (C
cf
cf
bcf , ρbcf ) of the analysis of p.
in linear time a valid solution (C
Recovering a direct-style solution is straightforward. For variables and trivial
terms in p, we are only “filtering out” the labels of continuations from the results
of the analysis of p0 . We define the direct-style solution by induction on the CPS
transformation, following Figure 7. In the right part, for each CPS-transformation
bcf and ρbcf . The left parts of Figures 6 and 7 are
step, we assign flow values into C
identical.
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We can show that Figure 7 defines another function
0

0

p
: (Cache pcf × Env pcf ) → (Cache pcf × Env pcf ).
Dcf
p
p
It is also relatively easy to show that, like Ccf
in Section 3.2, Dcf
is monotone.

3.4

Correctness of the reverse transformation

Let us show that the reverse transformation indeed yields a valid solution of the
analysis of the original program.
Theorem 2. Given a direct-style program p and its CPS counterpart p0 = [[p]]Pgm ,
0
b0 , ρb0 ) be a solution of the 0-CFA of p0 (i.e., such that (C
b0 , ρb0 ) p p0 holds)
let (C
cf
cf
cf
cf
cf
bcf , ρbcf ) = Dp (C
b0 , ρb0 ). Then (C
bcf , ρbcf ) p p holds.
and let (C
cf
cf
cf
cf
As in Section 3.2, we use intermediate results to prove Theorem 2. Working under
the assumptions of the theorem, we observe two immediate properties of the reverse
transformation:
Lemma 4. For all x ∈ Var p , ρbcf (x) = ρb0cf (x) ∩ Lam p ; and for all trivial terms t` in
bcf (`) = C
b 0 (`) ∩ Lam p .
p, C
cf
For an arbitrary expression, the new solution collects all the flow information from
the return point of the expression.
bcf (`) = C
bcf (R[[e` ]]).
Lemma 5. Let e` be an expression in p. Then C
As a parallel of Lemma 3, the following lemma connects the flow at the return
points of functions with the flow collected for the variables declared by continuations.
Lemma 6. Let k be a continuation identifier introduced by the transformation of a
λ-abstraction from p:
[[λπ1 x1 .e`0 ]]Triv = λπ1 x1 .λk.[[e`0 ]]Exp k
bcf (R[[e`0 ]]) ⊆ ρb0 (x).
Then, for each λπ x.e`1 ∈ ρb0cf (k), C
cf
The proof of Theorem 2 is presented in Appendix A.

3.5

Equivalence of flow

Let p be an arbitrary direct-style program and p0 = [[p]]Pgm its CPS counterpart. It
is a matter of tedious calculations to prove the following lemma:
bcf , ρbcf ) a solution of the 0-CFA of p (i.e., such that (C
bcf , ρbcf ) p p
Lemma 7. Given (C
cf
p
p b
0
0
bcf , ρbcf ). Given (C
b , ρb ) a solution of the 0-CFA of p0 ,
holds), Dcf (Ccf (Ccf , ρbcf )) ⊆ (C
cf
cf
0
b0 , ρb0 ) p p0 holds), C p (Dp (C
b0 , ρb0 )) ⊆ (C
b0 , ρb0 ).
(i.e., such that (C
cf
cf
cf
cf
cf
cf
cf
cf
cf
From these two properties the following main theorem follows directly.
Theorem 3 (Equivalence of flow). Given a direct-style program p and its CPS
bcf , ρbcf ) be the least solution of the 0-CFA of p and let
counterpart p0 = [[p]]Pgm , let (C
bcf , ρbcf ) = (C
b0 , ρb0 ) and
b 0 , ρb0 ) be the least solution of the 0-CFA of p0 . Then C p (C
(C
cf
cf
cf
cf
cf
p b0
0
b
Dcf (Ccf , ρbcf ) = (Ccf , ρbcf ).
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Val bt = {S, D}
b
Cbt ∈ Cache pbt = Lab p → Val bt
ρbbt ∈ Env pbt = Var p → Val bt

Abstract values
Abstract cache
Abstract environment

pbt ⊆ (Cache pbt × Env pbt ) × Lab p
Figure 8: BTA relation for a program p
Theorem 3 shows that the least flow information obtained by a constraint-based
analysis on a direct-style program can be transformed into the least flow information obtainable by the same analysis on the CPS counterpart of this program and
vice versa. Lemma 1 and Lemma 4 show that the two solutions are in fact equal
on the variables and program points common to the two programs. We conclude
that, for 0-CFA as defined in Figure 5, no information is lost or gained by the CPS
transformation.

4

Binding-Time Analysis

We consider a constraint-based binding-time analysis (BTA) [10, 25, 26, 28]. The
analysis determines binding times of program points and program variables. This
information is used to annotate the source program for offline partial evaluation [5, 16,
25]. The results of the analysis therefore determine the static computation performed
at specialization time.
The constraint-based BTA uses flow information to determine the binding times of
the operators and operands of applications. Alternatively, we could have considered
an analysis computing both flow and binding-time information at the same time, but
this approach is known to be equivalent [26]. We have chosen to separate the flow
analysis from the binding-time analysis in order to reuse the results from Section 3.
The formal definition of the analysis is similar to the definition of the 0-CFA
of Section 3. The analysis is a relation defined on essentially the same domains
(Figure 8); the difference is that the domain of abstract values is now the standard
lattice {S v D} of static and dynamic annotations. The analysis relation is defined
inductively over the syntax (Figure 9). At applications, the definition of the BTA
bcf , ρbcf ), which is considered to be the least solution
refers to the flow information (C
of the control-flow analysis of Section 3.
In contrast to the 0-CFA of Section 3, the BTA accepts non-closed terms. Following the tradition, we consider the program to be dynamic and its free variables to be
dynamic as well. The flow information for the free variables is considered to be empty,
which is the result of applying the 0-CFA to the program closed by abstraction over
the free variables.
Another difference from the 0-CFA of Section 3 is that the constraints generated by
the BTA are equality constraints. Moreover, additional constraints are generated for
λ-abstractions, conditionals and let-expressions. The significance of these additional
constraints is discussed in Section 4.4. A proof of correctness of a specializer using
the annotations obtained by the BTA can be found in Hatcliff and Danvy’s work [10].
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The rest of the section is organized as follows. First, we define a CPS transformation of binding times (Section 4.1), which we show to be correct and to preserve
the quality of the binding times (Section 4.2). Unlike for 0-CFA, however, we show
examples where BTA on CPS terms gives more precise results than on the corresponding direct-style terms, thus showing that the CPS transformation may lead to
more specialization opportunities (Section 4.3). Finally (Section 4.4) we show that if
we relax the constraints of the BTA to take into account continuation-based partial
evaluation, then, just like 0-CFA, no loss and no gain of information can be observed
after the CPS transformation.

4.1

CPS transformation of binding times

We show that the binding times obtained by analyzing the CPS counterpart of a
program are at least as good as the ones obtained by analyzing the original program.
With the same technique as in Section 3, we construct in linear time a solution of the
BTA over the CPS-transformed program from a solution of the BTA over the original
program, such that the quality of the binding times is preserved.
bbt , ρbbt ) a solution of the BTA over p, we define
Given the program p and (C
b 0 , ρb0 ) as a solution of the BTA over p0 , the CPS counterpart of p. The defi(C
bt bt
nition is by induction on the CPS transformation and is given in Figure 10, where the
left parts are identical to the left parts of Figures 6 and 7. In the right part, we assign
b 0 and ρb0 . As in Section 3, we use C p to denote the function
binding times into C
bt
bt
bt
induced by the transformation.
0

0

p
: (Cache pbt × Env pbt ) → (Cache pbt × Env pbt ).
Cbt

4.2

Correctness of the transformation

Let us show that the solution defined in Figure 10 is indeed a valid solution of the BTA.
We follow the same technique as in Section 3.2. The correctness of the transformation
is established by the following theorem.
Theorem 4. Given a direct-style program p and its CPS counterpart p0 = [[p]]Pgm ,
bbt , ρbbt ) p p
bbt , ρbbt ) be an arbitrary solution of the BTA of p (i.e., such that (C
let (C
bt
0
b0 , ρb0 ) = C p (C
bbt , ρbbt ) then (C
b0 , ρb0 ) p p0 holds.
holds). If (C
bt bt
bt bt
bt
bt
Under the assumption of the theorem, we first observe immediate properties of
the CPS transformation of binding times, similar to the ones stated in Lemma 1.
Lemma 8. For all variables x in p, ρb0bt (x) = ρbbt (x); for all trivial terms t` in p,
b 0 (`) = C
bbt (`); and for all expressions e in p0 , C
b0 (e) = D.
C
bt
bt
The binding time of an expression in p is equal to the binding time of its return
point.
bbt (R[[e` ]]) = C
bbt (`).
Lemma 9. Let e` be an arbitrary subexpression of p. Then C
The flow of the continuation abstractions connects the binding times of the return point of expressions and continuation variables. The binding time of the value
abstracted by a continuation is equal to the binding time of any expression that the
continuation can be passed to.
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bbt , ρbbt ) p n`
(C
bt
bbt , ρbbt ) p x`
(C
bt
bbt , ρbbt ) p (λπ x.e`1 )`
(C
bt
bbt , ρbbt ) p
(C
bt
bbt , ρbbt ) p
(C
bt

bbt , ρbbt ) p
(C
bt
bbt , ρbbt ) p
(C
bt

⇐⇒ true
bbt (`)
⇐⇒ ρbbt (x) = C
bbt , ρbbt ) p e`1 ∧
⇐⇒ (C
bt
bbt (`1 ) = ρbbt (x) = D)
bbt (`) = D ⇒ C
(C
p `
`
b
bbt , ρbbt ) p e`1 ∧
(let x = t
⇐⇒ (Cbt , ρbbt ) bt t ∧ (C
bt
`1 `2
bbt (`1 ) = C
bbt (`2 ) ∧
bbt (`) = ρbbt (x) ∧ C
in e )
C
bbt (`1 ) = D
ρbbt (x) = D ⇒ C
p `0
`0 `1
b
bbt , ρbbt ) p t`1 ∧
(let x = t0 t1 ⇐⇒ (Cbt , ρbbt ) bt t0 ∧ (C
bt 1
`2 `3
p
`
bbt (`2 ) = C
bbt (`3 ) ∧
bbt , ρbbt )  e 2 ∧ C
in e )
(C
bt
bbt (`1 ) = ρbbt (x) = D) ∧
bbt (`0 ) = D ⇒ C
(C
b
(b
ρbt (x) = D ⇒ Cbt (`2 ) = D) ∧
bcf (`0 ).
∀(λπ y.e`1 ) ∈ C
bbt (`) = ρbbt (x))
bbt (`1 ) = ρbbt (y) ∧ C
(C
p `
`
b
b
(let x = op(t ) ⇐⇒ (Cbt , ρbbt ) bt t ∧ (Cbt , ρbbt ) pbt e`1 ∧
bbt (`1 ) = C
bbt (`2 ) ∧
bbt (`) v ρbbt (x) ∧ C
in e`1 )`2
C
bbt (`1 ) = D)
(b
ρbt (x) = D ⇒ C
p `
b
bbt , ρbbt ) p e`0 ∧
(let x =
⇐⇒ (Cbt , ρbbt ) bt t ∧ (C
bt 0
p
`1
` `0 `1
bbt , ρbbt ) p e`2 ∧
b
if0 t e0 e1
(Cbt , ρbbt ) bt e1 ∧ (C
bt
bbt (`1 ) = ρbbt (x) ∧ C
bbt (`2 ) = C
bbt (`3 )
bbt (`0 ) = C
in e`2 )`3
C
b
b
b
(Cbt (`) = D ⇒ Cbt (`0 ) = Cbt (`1 ) = D) ∧
bbt (`2 ) = D)
(b
ρbt (x) = D ⇒ C

bbt , ρbbt ) p p
(C
bt

⇐⇒ (∀x.x free in p ⇒ ρbbt (x) = D) ∧
bbt (`) = D)
(p = e` ⇒ C
Figure 9: Syntax-directed BTA

Lemma 10. Let k be a continuation identifier introduced by the transformation of a
λ-abstraction from p:
[[λπ1 x1 .e`0 ]]Triv = λπ1 x1 .λk.[[e`0 ]]Exp k
bbt (R[[e`0 ]]) = ρb0 (x).
Then, for each λπ x.e`1 ∈ ρb0cf (k), C
bt
The proof of Theorem 4 is presented in Appendix A.
Theorem 4 and Lemma 8 show that we can transform any binding-time solution
of a direct-style program into a solution of its CPS counterpart in such a way that
the binding times of variables and trivial terms are preserved. In particular, this
implies that no values are forced to be dynamic by the CPS transformation. It also
implies that the static computations (applications, tests or base-type operations) in a
direct-style program remain static as well in its CPS counterpart. We thus conclude
that the same amount of specialization of the input program can be achieved after
CPS transformation.
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[[e` ]]Pgm = (λπ k.[[e` ]]Exp k)`0

b0 (`0 ) = ρb0 (k) = D
C
bt
bt

bbt (`)
b0 (`) = C
[[n` ]]Triv = n`
C
bt
` Triv
`
0
bbt (`)
b (`) = C
= x
[[x ]]
C
bt
[[(λπ x.e`0 )` ]]Triv = (λπ x.(λπ1 k.[[e`0 ]]Exp k)`2 )`
bbt (`) C
b0 (`) = C
bbt (`)
b 0 (`2 ) = C
C
bt
bt
0
0
b
ρbbt (x) = ρbbt (x) ρbbt (k) = Cbt (`)
[[t` ]]Exp k = (let x = k `0 [[t` ]]Triv in x`1 )`2

b0 (`0 ) = ρb0 (k)
C
bt
bt
b 0 (`1 ) = ρbbt (x) = D
b 0 (`2 ) = C
C
bt
bt

[[(let x = t`00 in e` )`1 ]]Exp k = (let x = [[t`00 ]]Triv in [[e` ]]Exp k)`2
b0 (`2 ) = D ρb0 (x) = ρbbt (x)
C
bt
bt
[[(let x = t`00 t`11 in e` )`2 ]]Exp k =

(let x0 = [[t`00 ]]Triv [[t`11 ]]Triv in
(let x1 = x`03 (λπ x.[[e` ]]Exp k)`4 in x`15 )`6 )`7
b0 (`3 ) = ρb0 (x0 ) = C
bbt (`0 )
b0 (`4 ) = C
C
bt
bt
bt
0
0
ρbbt (x) = ρbbt (x) ρbbt (x1 ) = D
b0 (`6 ) = C
b0 (`5 ) = D
b 0 (`7 ) = C
C
bt
bt
bt

[[(let x = op(t` ) in e`0 )`1 ]]Exp k = (let x = op([[t` ]]Triv ) in [[e`0 ]]Exp k)`2
b0 (`2 ) = D
ρb0bt (x) = ρbbt (x) C
bt
Exp

(let k1 = (λπ x.[[e`2 ]]Exp k)`4 in
(let x = if0 t` e`00 e`11
k = (let x1 = if0 [[t` ]]Triv ([[e`00 ]]Exp k1 ) ([[e`11 ]]Exp k1 )
in e`2 )`3
in x`15 )`6 )`7
b0 (`4 ) = ρb0 (x) = ρbbt (x)
ρb0bt (k1 ) = C
bt
bt
b0 (`6 ) = C
b0 (`5 ) = D
b 0 (`7 ) = C
C
bt
bt
bt
ρb0bt (x1 ) = D
Figure 10: Transformation of binding times from direct style to CPS

4.3

Reversing the transformation

Let us now show that it is not always possible to reverse the CPS transformation of
binding times. There are cases when the least analysis of a CPS-transformed program
produces strictly more static annotations than the least analysis of its direct-style
counterpart. Here is a canonical example [10], where inc is the successor function and
the free variable z is considered to be dynamic:
let r = (λπ y.let v = inc(z) in 2) 1 in let r1 = inc(r) in r1
In the least solution of the BTA on this term, even if the application of λπ to 1 is
classified as static, its result is classified as dynamic because of the dynamic header of
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⇐⇒ (∀x.x free in p ⇒ ρbbt (x) = D) ∧
bbt (`) = D)
(p = e` ⇒ C

Figure 11: Syntax-directed BTA for continuation-based partial evaluation

the let-expression. Thus r is dynamic. Since the second increment operation depends
on r, it is dynamic as well. In a realistic setting, simply discarding the dynamic
computation inc(z) might not be meaning-preserving since it can, for instance, yield
an integer overflow at run-time.
The CPS counterpart of the canonical example above reads as follows (without
embedding it into direct style, for readability):


 
λk. λπ y.λk1 .let v = inc(z) 1 λr.let r1 = inc(r)
in k1 2
in k r1
The continuation denoted by k1 is static, and thus the application k1 2 is performed
statically (even if its result is dynamic). Thus, r is static as well, and further computation based on r can be performed at specialization time.
Other binding-time improvements can be obtained when a dynamic test disables
further computations based on its result. The canonical example is as follows:
let v = if0 z 0 1 in let v1 = inc(v) in v1
It is true that one benefits from such an improvement only by allowing code duplication. However, the code duplication takes place at specialization time, not at BTA
time. Thus in contrast to Sabry and Felleisen’s observation [31], the improvement in
this case is not due to duplicating the analysis on the two branches.
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4.4

Continuation-based partial evaluation

In the two examples above the binding-time improvements come from two constraints
in the specification of the BTA (Figure 9): the body of a let-expression has to be
dynamic if the header is dynamic, and both branches of a conditional have to be
dynamic if the test is dynamic.
The binding-time constraint in the body of a let-expression reflects the concern
about which reductions can be performed safely by the specializer. In the context
of the computational metalanguage [10], a named dynamic computation cannot be
discarded due to possible computational effects. Similarly, the constraint over the
branches of a conditional is introduced because one cannot decide statically which
conditional branch should be selected.
The above-mentioned constraint on the body of a let-expression can be relaxed
if one uses a continuation-based program specializer [2, 10, 18]. The constraint connecting the branches of a test with the test itself can be relaxed as well if one allows
the same continuation-based specializer to lift the test above the context, either by
duplicating the context or by using a let-expression. Given such a specializer, we
can show that enhancing the BTA by relaxing the two special constraints voids the
impact of CPS on the global result.
More formally, we consider the BTA of Figure 9, without the constraints mentioned
just above. Naming pbt? the new relation, we replace the let rules as specified in
Figure 11. The result is BTA? .
Using the same proof technique as in Section 3, we can formally show that the
CPS transformation has no effect on BTA? , i.e., it entails no local increase and also
no loss of precision elsewhere in the program: the best binding times in direct style
are the best binding times in CPS as well.
p
More precisely, we can define Cbt
? , the CPS transformation of the binding times
p
?
obtained by BTA . The definition is only a slight modification of the definition of Cbt
bbt? , ρbbt? ) of BTA? (i.e., such
in Section 4.1. Given the program p and a solution (C
0
p
p
bbt? , ρbbt? )  ? p holds), we can show that C ? (C
bbt? , ρbbt? ) p ? p0 holds. We can
that (C
bt
bt
bt
p
also define the reverse binding-time transformation Dbt
? , which is essentially the same
as the reverse flow transformation of Section 3.3 and also operates in linear time: for
each term we just extract the binding time of its CPS counterpart. We can show that
0
b0 ? , ρb0 ? ) of BTA? for p0 (i.e., such that (C
b0 ? , ρb0 ? ) p ? p0 holds),
given a solution (C
bt
bt
bt
bt
bt
p
b0 b0 ? ) p ? p holds too.
Dbt
? (Cbt? , ρ
bt
bt
Graphically:
bbt? , ρbbt? ) o
(C
O

p
Cbt
?
p
Dbt
?

BTA?

/

b0 ? , ρb0 ? )
(C
bt O bt
BTA?

p

[[·]]Pgm
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/ p0

We are now in position to connect the binding times in direct style and in CPS as
obtained by BTA? :
Theorem 5. Given a direct-style program p and its CPS counterpart p0 = [[p]]Pgm , let
b 0 ? , ρb0 ? ) be the least solution
bbt? , ρbbt? ) be the least solution of BTA? for p and let (C
(C
bt
bt
?
0
of BTA for p . Then for all variables x in p, ρbbt? (x) = ρb0bt? (x) and for all trivial
bbt? (`) = C
b0 ? (`).
terms t` in p, C
bt
We thus conclude that the CPS transformation has no effect on the amount of
specialization that can be performed when using continuation-based partial evaluation.

5
5.1

Related work
Program analysis in general

The issue of syntactic accidents seems to be folklore in the program-analysis community (Hanne Riis Nielson, personal communication, March 2000). We are, however,
only aware of three studies: Nielson’s early work on data-flow analysis [21],5 Henglein’s
invariance properties of polymorphic typing judgments with respect to let unfolding
and folding and η-reduction [12], and Sabry and Felleisen’s work on constant propagation which shows that performing a CPS transformation leads to incomparable
results of the analysis [31].
Sabry and Felleisen conclude that CPS can (1) improve results by duplicating the
analysis over conditionals and (2) worsen results by confusing the return points of
function calls.
(1) None of the 0-CFA and BTAs we consider here duplicates the analysis over
conditionals.
(2) Sabry and Felleisen’s treatment of function calls distinguishes the order in which
these calls are encountered. Confusing return points exerts an impact on their
analysis (namely a loss in the precision of the results), because of this distinction. In contrast, the 0-CFA and the BTAs are not specified operationally but
with constraints, and as such, they do not have such chronological dependencies. Already in direct style, the constraint-based approach (in the monovariant
case) propagates the result of a function at once to all the application sites of
this function. (This property enabled us to show that the CPS transformation
preserves the results of both analyses.)
Recently, Palsberg and Wand have conducted a similar study for 0-CFA [29], supporting Sabry and Felleisen’s conclusion that the extra precision enabled by the CPS
transformation is due to the duplication of the analysis. In their study, they developed
a CPS transformation of flow information comparable to the one of Figure 6, but independently and prior to us. Palsberg and Wand also mention that least solutions may
or may not be preserved by administrative reductions of CPS-transformed programs.
In that, they implicitly share our concern about syntactic accidents, even though their
5 Actually, Nielson’s work is only indirectly connected since it addresses a continuation semantics
instead of a direct semantics of a CPS-transformed program.
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primary goal was to transfer Wand’s pioneer results on the CPS transformation of
types [19, 34] to the CPS transformation of flow types.

5.2

Binding-time analysis and the CPS transformation

Binding-time improvements have always been customary for users of binding-time
analysis [16, 22]. One of them amounts to considering source programs in CPS [4, 6],
which suggests that source programs should be systematically CPS-transformed [3].
(Muylaert-Filho and Burn take the same stand for strictness analysis and the call-byname CPS transformation [20].)
Essentially, the CPS transformation relocates potentially static contexts inside
definitely dynamic contexts (let expressions and conditionals), thereby providing a
binding-time improvement. To this end, the CPS transformation itself is continuationbased [7], which paved the way to continuation-based partial evaluation [2, 18].
Hatcliff and Danvy have characterized the full effect of continuation-based partial
evaluation as online let flattening in Moggi’s computational meta-language [10]. This
characterization justifies why offline let flattening is also, partially, a binding-time
improvement [13]. In any case, offline let flattening is known to be part of the CPS
transformation [9].
What had not been shown before, however, and what we do address here, is
whether such “improvements” worsen binding times elsewhere in a source program.

6

Conclusion and Issues

Observing that program analyses are vulnerable to syntactic accidents, we have considered a radical syntactic change: a transformation into CPS. We have studied the
interaction between a non-duplicating CPS transformation and two program analyses: control-flow analysis (0-CFA) and binding-time analysis. Through a systematic
construction of the CPS counterpart of flow information, we have found that 0-CFA
is insensitive to continuation-passing, and that the CPS transformation does improve
binding times. Using the same technique, we have also found that with modified let
and case rules, BTA is insensitive to the CPS transformation.
These results suggest two further avenues of study:
• In BTA, the beneficial effect of the CPS transformation can be accounted for by
tuning the let rule (as well as the case rule, if one is willing to duplicate static
contexts at specialization time). The price of this change, however, is that the
corresponding program specializer has to be made continuation-based [10]. We
conjecture that the situation is similar, e.g., for security analysis, which has
similar let and case rules. Just like BTA, a security analysis thus ought to
yield more precise results over CPS-transformed programs. We therefore also
conjecture that the beneficial effect of the CPS transformation can be accounted
for by tuning the let and case rules, if one is willing to develop a corresponding
continuation-based processor of security information.
• More generally, as a step towards more robust program analyses that are less
vulnerable to syntactic accidents, we need to understand better the programanalysis perspective over syntactic landscapes. Two key questions arise which
21

may be general to program analysis or specific to individual program analyses:
which program transformations affect precision? And among those that do,
which ones affect precision monotonically? Answering these questions would
enable one to develop more reliable program analyses, possibly with some kind
of subject reduction property or with some kind of intermediate language for
program analysis.
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A

Proofs

Proof of Theorem 1. The proof proceeds by induction on the transformation of p into
p0 . We sketch the induction steps.
0
b0 , ρb0 ) p (let x = k `0 [[t` ]]Triv in x`1 )`2 holds. For an arbitrary
We show that (C
cf
cf
cf
b0 (`0 ) = ρb0 (k), we show that the flow constraints for
continuation λπ y.e`3 in the set C
cf
cf
`0
` Triv
the application k [[t ]]
are satisfied.
b0 (`) = C
bcf (`). We make a
b0 (`) ⊆ ρb0 (y). By Lemma 1, C
The first constraint is C
cf
cf
cf
case analysis on the introduction of k by the CPS transformation.
If k is the top-level continuation, then the constraints are vacuously satisfied. If
k is introduced by the transformation of a named conditional, then ` is the return
point of one of the two branches of the test. From Lemma 2 and from the definition of
bcf (`) ⊆ ρb0 (y). Otherwise, k comes from the transformation of a λ-abstraction
ρb0cf (y), C
cf
π1
λ x1 .e`4 from p, such that ` = R[[e`4 ]]. We apply Lemma 3.
b 0 (`3 ) ⊆ ρb0 (x), which amounts to ∅ ⊆ ∅, by Lemma 1.
The second constraint is C
cf
cf
For the transformation of a named application:
[[(let x = t`00 t`11 in e` )`2 ]]Exp k = (let x0 = [[t`00 ]]Triv [[t`11 ]]Triv in
(let x1 = x`03 (λπ x.[[e` ]]Exp k)`4 in x`15 )`6 )`7
bcf (`0 ), and let λπ1 y.λπ2 k1 .e be
let λπ1 y.e`8 be a λ-abstraction in p such that π1 ∈ C
0
b (`1 ) ⊆ ρb0 (y), and, from ρb0 (x0 ) =
its CPS translation. It is easy to show that C
cf
cf
cf
bcf (`0 )), that π ∈ ρb0 (k1 ). The rest of the constraints are trivially satisfied.
γ(C
cf
For the remaining induction steps, the induction hypotheses and the definition of
γ suffice to show that the constraints are satisfied.
Proof of Theorem 2. The proof is by induction on the transformation of p into p0 . We
sketch the induction steps.
For the transformation step [[t` ]]Triv , the constraints follow from the induction
hypothesis. The same applies for the transformation step [[t` ]]Exp k.
For the transformation of a named application:
[[(let x = t`00 t`11 in e` )`2 ]]Exp k = (let x0 = [[t`00 ]]Triv [[t`11 ]]Triv in
(let x1 = x`03 (λπ x.[[e` ]]Exp k)`4 in x`15 )`6 )`7
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bcf (`0 ). Let the CPS
let λπ1 y.e`8 be an arbitrary λ-abstraction from p such that π1 ∈ C
π1
0
transformation of the λ-abstraction be λ y.λk1 .e. Then π ∈ ρbcf (k1 ). From Lemma 5
bcf (`8 ) ⊆ ρbcf (x). The remaining induction steps are
and Lemma 6 we obtain that C
proven similarly, using Lemma 5 and Lemma 6.
Proof of Theorem 4. The proof is an adaptation of the proof of Theorem 3 to equality
constraints. In addition, we need to prove the satisfaction of the additional constraints
introduced by BTA. We sketch the induction steps.
0
b0 , ρb0 ) p (let x = k `0 [[t` ]]Triv in x`1 )`2 holds. For this purpose,
We show that (C
cf
cf
cf
b 0 (`0 ) = ρb0 (k) we must show that two equality congiven an arbitrary λπ x.e`3 ∈ C
cf
cf
straints are satisfied. Similarly to the proof of Theorem 3, we make a case analysis
on the introduction of k, using Lemma 9 and Lemma 10 to prove the satisfaction of
the constraints.
b 0 (`0 ) = D ⇒ C
b0 (`) = D. Again, we make a case
We also need to show that C
bt
bt
analysis on the introduction of k. The top-level case is trivial. The case where k is
bbt (`4 ) = D.
introduced by the transformation of a function (λy.e`15 )`4 implies that C
`
0
5
b (`) = D, since ` = R[[e ]]. The same reasoning
bbt (`5 ) = D and then C
Thus C
1
bt
follows for the case where k comes from the transformation of a named conditional.
The remaining cases follow directly from the induction hypotheses and the definib 0 , ρb0 , C
bcf and γ.
tion of C
bt
bt
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